
Kroger introduces the Supplier Item 
Relationship Solution (SIRS)

 
In support of Kroger’s Supplier Integrity Program and its commit-
ment to meet our standardized compliance requirements, along with 
the stringent quality guidelines set forth by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration, the Kroger Company is launching SIRS – our new 
compliance solution. SIRS helps us validate that food items, as well 
as items that come in contact with food, have been registered in the 
Supplier Hub and are listed to compliant production facilities. Dis-
patch Units entered in the Vendor Item Portal (VIP) that are not in 
Supplier Hub and listed to a compliant production facility will soon 
become unorderable. Effective in 3Q2019, all Dispatch Units entered 
in VIP require compliance validation through SIRS. This means all 
Dispatch Units should be registered in the Supplier Hub and have an 
“Item from Facility” relationship to a compliant production facility. 
VIP will also use SIRS to validate Vendor DUNS #’s, as well as Dis-
patch Unit and Production Facility compliance.  For more infor-
mation, please click here. 

 
New Attribute Introduced in 
June VIP Production Release 

 

Hypoallergenic Claim  

On June 29, 2019, Kroger introduced a new attribute, Hypoallergenic 
Claim.  The business definition of this attribute is as follows: 
“Identify whether or not the product is designed to reduce or mini-
mize the possibility of an allergic response, as by containing relative-
ly few or no potentially irritating substances”.    This attribute is cur-
rently optional on specific classes. Please refer to the most recent 
Kroger Attribute Spreadsheet for more information.  
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On May 27, 2016, the FDA published final rules on the new Nutrition Facts label for packaged foods to 

reflect new scientific information, including the link between diet and chronic diseases such as obesity 

and heart disease. The new label will make it easier for consumers to make better informed food 

choices. The new label is already appearing on packages even before it is required to be used. Manu-

facturers with $10 million or more in annual sales must switch to the new label by January 1, 2020; 

manufacturers with less than $10 million in annual food sales have until January 1, 2021 to comply. 

Manufacturers of single-ingredient sugars such as honey and maple syrup and certain cranberry prod-

ucts have until July 1, 2021 to make the changes.   

Attribute changes in the October VIP release: 

The following validations will kick in when the Kroger Intended Sales Variant (KISV) = TRUE & the Item 

Submission Reason Code is populated 

 Measurement Precision of Number Of Servings Per Package – Conditional when Nutrient Type 

Code and Item Submission Reason Code is populated. 

 Number of Servings Per Package – Conditional when Nutrient Type Code and Item Submission 

Reason Code is populated. 

 Nutrient Format Type Code Reference – Conditional when Nutrient Type Code and Item Submis-

sion Reason Code is populated. 

 Increase the type size for “Calories,” “Servings per container,” and the “Serving size” declaration, 

and bold the number of “Calories” and the “Serving size” declaration to highlight this information.  

 Update Daily Values for nutrients like sodium, dietary fiber and vitamin D based on newer scien-

tific evidence. 

 Change Serving Sizes to be based on the amounts of foods and beverages that people are 

“actually” eating, not what they “should be” eating (1/2 cup of ice cream vs. 2/3 cup of ice 

cream) 

 For packages that are between one and two servings (such as a 20-ounce soda or a 15-ounce can 

of soup), the calories and other nutrients will be required to be labeled as one serving because 

people typically consume it in one sitting.  Package sizes affect what people eat.  

 Declare the actual amount, in addition to percent Daily Value of vitamin D, calcium, iron and po-

tassium.  

 Continue to require “Total Fat,” “Saturated Fat,” and “Trans Fat” on the label.  “Calories from Fat” 

is being removed.  

 Require that “Added sugars,” in grams and as percent Daily Value, will be included on the label. 

For certain products that are larger than a single serving but that could be consumed in one sitting or 

multiple sittings, manufacturers will have to provide “dual column” labels to indicate the amount of 

calories and nutrients on both a “per serving” and “per package/per unit” basis. 

 

You can see the new label and what is different for labeling here . A side by side comparison can be 

found here . For more information on the new requirements, visit the FDA resource site here.  

https://www.fda.gov/food/food-labeling-nutrition/changes-nutrition-facts-label
https://www.fda.gov/media/97999/download
https://www.fda.gov/food/food-labeling-nutrition/industry-resources-changes-nutrition-facts-label
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Image Validations being added to VIP in September Production Release 

After a supplier successfully submits an item in VIP, the Kroger Digital Group is performing some additional validations to en-

sure that the images are compliant with Kroger’s specifications.  In order to create a better user experience for suppliers and 

reduce some confusion, 1WorldSync will be adding the validations below in the September VIP Production release.   

 

The validations below are valid when all of the following conditions are present:   

 Type of Information = Product Image; Kroger Intended Sales Variant = TRUE; Item Submission Reason Code is populated; 

Image Source = 1WorldSync; Image Facing is populated; and Image Background is populated.   

 A Valid Image requires File Color Representation = RGB. 

 A valid image requires File Format Name = PNG, JPG, JPEG or TIF.   

 A valid image requires a File Pixel Height or File Pixel Width to be a minimum of 1000. 

 A valid image requires a File Resolution Description to be a minimum of 300dpi. 

 A valid image requires Image Background = WHITE or TRANSPARENT. 

 A valid image requires Image Facing = FRONT, BACK, TOP, BOTTOM, LEFT, RIGHT, FRONT WITH PARTIAL TOP, FRONT 

WITH PARTIAL RIGHT OR FRONT WITH PARTIAL LEFT.  

 

Have you chosen a Kroger Authorized Source to Host your Digital Images?  

As of the February 10th Production Release, at least one front facing image is required for all new items and modifications 

with an item submission reason code and a Kroger Intended Sales Variant (KISV).  If you currently don’t host your images with 

1WorldSync, Kwikee, Gladson or SMSB, you will need to choose one of these suppliers to be compliant with the Kroger Image 

Source requirements.  1WorldSync can assist you with this Kroger requirement, and there is no additional charge for these 

services. You may choose one of the two options below: 

 Suppliers can upload their images directly into VIP or Item Management.   If suppliers would like this Digital Asset Man-

agement (DAM) functionality enabled in VIP, they are required to complete the “Addendum for DAM” agreement that is 

located on the Kroger VIP landing page.  Suppliers should return a completed and signed copy of the DAM Addendum via 

email to businesssupport@1worldsync.com.  Please allow 1-2 business days following receipt of the DAM Adden-

dum for this functionality to be enabled for your company.     

 For more information about this functionality, click on the Kroger landing page.  

 For training on Digital Asset Management for VIP, click here . 

 For a VIP DAM training video, click here.  
 For those suppliers that don’t want to upload their images in VIP, suppliers can utilize a NEW option, Image Shadow. 

 The Image Shadow Functionality is enabled for suppliers by creating an External File Link (EFL) row in their re-

spective data pool for a Kroger targeted item.   The item is then published to Kroger’s GLN.  Publications to Krog-

er are directed to 1WorldSync’s VIP Portal.  When an EFL without a declared hosting location (Image 

Source=blank) for an enabled GLN arrives in VIP, a copy, or “shadow”, of the image is retrieved and hosted in VIP 

by 1WorldSync.  Over 15 large suppliers have already participated in the Image Shadow functionality.  If your 

company would like to participate, click here for the Image Shadow request form on the Kroger landing page. 

Please allow 1-2 business days following receipt of the Image Shadow Request form for this functionality to be 

enabled for your company. 

mailto:businesssupport@1worldsync.com
https://www.1worldsync.com/community/customers/kroger/
https://eu-solutions.1worldsync.com/l/271182/2018-12-10/dj54b/271182/70289/Doc__Kroger_How_to_Load_Digital_Assets_in_DAM_Dec2018.pdf
http://go.1worldsync.com/rs/980-UUZ-493/images/VID_Kroger_DAM_FEB_2019.mp4
https://secure.na1.echosign.com/public/esignWidget?wid=CBFCIBAA3AAABLblqZhDDKEUF5tJLv0Oy3NpkUEFzUlu_Wu_fZnSBtoEuO2POh9YPUJBlMQJLSFZatzQTrDc*
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Are you interested in an easier way to upload your required attributes in VIP?  Many suppliers and distributors have been inter-

ested in tools that can assist in streamlining Item Set Up in VIP.    Below are some options for suppliers and distributors to 

speed up Item Set Up in VIP: 

 

Spreadsheet Data Loader (SDL) Submitting items one at a time can be a hassle and time consuming. Fortunately, there is a 

way for suppliers and distributors, who have many items, to submit multiple items at a time.   

 The first step is to submit a hierarchy as you normally would through VIP, which includes listing, linking, validating, saving 

and submitting.  Once you have done this, you will need to export your item to the SDL.  This can be done by going to the 

main list of items and check marking the item to export.  Choose “Export Selected” and hit TAKE ACTION.   

 This will create an SDL file in the Export tab at the top of the Home screen. Open the Excel file and it will display the com-

pleted item along with all of the attributes associated with it.  You can then add multiple items below the completed item 

in the spreadsheet.  Exporting the first item allows you to use it as a template for the additional items loading for that 

class.   

 After you have completed adding your additional items using copy and/or cut and paste functionality, import the SDL back 

into VIP and view errors to see if any items failed and why.  Correct the errors on the SDL and re-upload or correct the er-

rors within VIP. 

 You can then mass submit your items when done validating and completing the Hierarchy page.   

 

Use the Mass Update Functionality in VIP to Apply the Same Hierarchy data to many items 

Below are some tips on how to use the Mass Update Functionality in VIP to apply the same Hierarchy data to many items.     

 First, confirm that all items that you want to apply the same Hierarchy data are currently in the “In Process Supplier” 

queue. 

 Check mark the items that you want to Mass Update. 

 Select PRODUCT MASS UPDATE and Take Action button.  See below for a screen shot of this step. 

Continued on the next page……... 
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 Then, Complete the Hierarchy Fields and Select Submit.  See below for a screen shot of this step.   

 

 After clicking Submit, view the errors and correct them.   See below for a screen shot of this step. Correct all errors and 

then mass submit the items. 

 

 

For any help with either the SDL or Mass Update tools, please reach out to the Supplier Engagement Group (SEG). 
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NEW SDL Functionality to Include Hierarchy attributes.  We listened to your requests!   

In the September Production Release, on Sept. 9th, the Hierarchy attributes will be added to the SDL.  

This capability will grant subscribing suppliers the ability to add / modify Kroger Hierarchy attrib-

utes via Spreadsheet Data Loader (SDL) for items that have already been “Listed”. Since this is a more 

complex SDL process, a 2-hour training will be required for authorization to use the new Hierarchy 

SDL functionality.   If you have an interest in this new functionality, please sign up for training on the 

Kroger Landing Page. Two sessions will be offered in September.  More sessions will be added in fu-

ture months.  


